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There are Exactly 222 L-types of Primitive Five-dimensional Lattices
PETER ENGEL AND VIACHESLAV GRISHUKHIN
Enumerations of combinatorial types (i.e., L-types) of five-dimensional primitive lattices was per-
formed in [6] and [3]. But both results differ in one L-type. We show explicitly the L-type missed
in [6].
c© 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
In 1976, Ryshkov and Baranovskii published the paper [6], where a list of 221 L-types
of primitive five-dimensional (5D) lattices was given. Recently, the first author of this paper
using a computer repeated the enumeration of 5D primitive parallelohedra. The result is given
in [3]. But he obtained 222 combinatorial types. In this paper, we compare the results of both
these papers and give explicitly the L-type missed in [6].
The lists of L-types are contained in Table III of [6] and Table 1 of [3]. Unfortunately, the
direct comparison of these tables is not possible, since the parameters used for describing
L-types in the tables are distinct.
The paper [6] describes an L-type by a symbol (corresponding to a C-type) and by a set of
repartition pairs of indices of the set I5 = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} (indicating an L-type domain inside
the C-type domain).
For the Voronoi polytope PV of each combinatorial type, the paper [3] gives numbers Ni
of its i-faces, 0 ≤ i ≤ 4, and subordination indices (indicating how much (k − 1)-faces
are contained in a k-face). In addition, Table 1 of [3] contains two important parameters: the
number p of all zones of PV and the number q of all closed zones of PV . A zone is the set of
mutually parallel edges of PV . A zone Z is closed if every 2-face of PV contains either two
edges of Z or else none. Otherwise Z is called open.
Every L-type symbol γ of [6] describes completely the corresponding L-type domainD(γ ).
Theoretically, using the symbol γ , one can write out explicitly the system of inequalities
describing the domain D(γ ) and find a representative form f ∈ D(γ ) and its Gram matrix.
Then, applying the algorithm of [3] to the Gram matrix, one can determine the corresponding
combinatorial type from Table 1 of [3]. But this is a huge amount of work. Hence we proceed
in another way.
It turns out that it is not difficult to find the parameters p and q of a given L-type using
the symbol of the L-type from [6]. In particular, the parameter q of a lattice is equal also to
the number of its laminar hyperplanes. This is so, since there is a one-to-one correspondence
between closed zones of the Voronoi polytope PV and laminar hyperplanes of the correspond-
ing lattice (see, for example, [2]).
All Voronoi polytopes of an n-dimensional lattice L form the Voronoi partition of Rn . The
dual to the Voronoi partition is the Delaunay partition consisting of Delaunay polytopes. Let
the origin (that we suppose to be a point of L) be a vertex of a Delaunay polytope PD of
the Delaunay partition. Let F be a facet of PD and H be the hyperplane supporting F . The
intersection of H with the Delaunay partition related to L is the Delaunay partition of H
related to the lattice L ∩ H . Each Delaunay polytope of L ∩ H is the intersection of H with
a Delaunay polytope of L . The hyperplane H is called lamina or laminar hyperplane if each
Delaunay polytope of the sublattice L ∩ H is a facet of a Delaunay polytope of L .
Proposition 14.2 of [6] describes how to find all q laminar hyperplanes of a lattice of a given
L-type using the symbol of the L-type. Inspection of all symbols shows that q ≥ 10 for 5D
lattices.
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Let D be an L-type domain, and f ∈ D. Recall that Voronoi proved that each connected
domain D of forms of a given primitive L-type is an open N -dimensional polyhedral subcone
of the cone Pn of all positive semi-definite n-ary quadratic forms. Here N = n(n+1)2 is the
number of coefficients ai j , 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n, of a form f ∈ Pn . N is also dimension of Pn . The
faces of the closure clD of an L-type domain D are domains of special (i.e., of non-primitive)
L-types.
In particular, extreme rays of clD are one-dimensional (1D) domains of special L-types. All
extreme rays of rank 1 span a simplicial q-dimensional face of clD. (Rank of a form is the
rank of the matrix of its coefficients.) Call this face dicing face. This name is due to the fact
that each form of a dicing domain has the lattice which is a dicing (see [5]).
Let the Voronoi polytope of f ∈ D have a closed zone Z . This means that the lattice L( f )
has a laminar hyperplane H(Z) and the L-type domainD has an extreme ray spanning a form
of rank 1. It is shown in [2] and in [5] that there is a one-to-one correspondence between
families of parallel laminar hyperplanes of a lattice and extreme rays of rank 1 of the domain
of its L-type.
So, if a Voronoi polytope PV has q closed zones, then the domain of its L-type has q extreme
rays of rank 1 spanning a dicing face of dimension q.
For to find the parameter p using the symbol of an L-type, we have to use results of [3].
An important operation of a getting of non-primitive parallelohedra is the zone contraction. A
zone contraction is a process of contracting every edge of a closed zone Z c by the amount of
the shortest edge of Z c. As a result, the zone becomes open or vanishes completely. The result
of a zone contraction is a parallelohedron of a new combinatorial type (i.e., of a new L-type).
If we contract all closed zones of PV , we obtain a zone-contracted parallelohedron whose
zones are all open. Call the L-type of a zone-contracted Voronoi polytope a zone-contracted
type.
Let Z c be a closed zone of the Voronoi polytope PV related to a rank 1 extreme ray f0
of clD. The contraction of the zone Z c corresponds to moving the form of PV to a facet F
of clD such that F does not contain the extreme ray f0. If the Voronoi polytope of a form
f ∈ F has still a closed zone, then clF contains another extreme ray of rank 1. We can repeat
the contractions until we obtain a zone-contracted Voronoi polytope. The corresponding form
f has a zone-contracted type. The closure of the domain of a zone-contracted type has no
extreme rays of rank 1.
So we obtain that the closure of each domain D of a primitive L-type has one maximal
dicing face of dimension q and several zone-contracted faces. Obviously each subface of a
zone-contracted face is also of zone-contracted type. Hence each L-type domain has zone-
contracted faces of maximal dimension. Since a zone-contracted face has no extreme rays
common with the dicing face, maximal zone-contracted faces have dimension N − q.
According to [3] (Table 2) and to [4], for n = 5, there are exactly seven maximal zone-
contracted types having domains of maximal dimension 5. Each maximal zone-contracted
type is uniquely characterized by its parameter p, i.e., by the number of all zones of its Voronoi
polytope.
It turns out that the contraction can be understood in terms of symbols of [6]. In other
words, we can relate the corresponding parameter p to each L-type symbol. In Table 1 below,
we compare the numbers of combinatorial types with given parameters p and q from [6]
and [3].
We use the possibility to give the following corrections of Table 1 of [3] and Table III of [6].
(1) The parallelohedron 62.720-20 of Table 1 in [3] has only 10 closed zones, but not 11 as
indicated. Hence it has (p, q) = (24, 10).
(2) The type 62.720-1 coincides with the type 62.720-151, as can be easily verified.
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TABLE 1.
The numbers of L-types by Ryshkov–Baranovskii and Engel.
p q nRB nEn p q nRB nEn p q nRB nEn p q nRB nEn
15 15 1 1 23 12 4 4 27 13 1 1 30 11 4 4
19 13 1 1 24 12 4 4 12 9 9 10 24 25
20 14 1 1 11 10 10 11 18 18 33 12 1 1
13 1 1 10 15 15 10 36 36 11 7 7
12 4 4 26 12 1 1 28 11 3 3 10 16 16
11 4 4 11 8 8 10 20 20 36 12 1 1
10 7 7 11 4 4
10 16 16
(3) There is a missed type in Table 1. Hence the type 62.720-1 should be replaced by the
new type as follows:
62.720-1 1800 1560 540 20(10) 96∗6 240
20∗10, 20∗18, 10∗22, 10∗24, 2∗30
180∗6, 120∗8, 90∗10, 120∗11, 30∗11
9,−3,−3,−3, 3/8,−1,−1,−2/8,−1,−2/8,−2/5.
The type 62.720-1 is the unique primitive combinatorial type with the domain whose closure
does not contain the 5D domain of the 5-hypercube as a face. All other primitive combinatorial
types are in a neighbourhood of the domain of the Voronoi polytope which is the 5D hypercube
(cf. the last paragraph on p. 29 of [3]).
In Table III of [6], for C-symbol 7, the last two lines of pairs of indices should be 14, 24,
34 and 14, 24, 34, 45. Besides, in C-symbol 58 of Table 1, the edge 35 of the b-triangle (135)
should be red (i.e., dashed).
So, the discrepancy between results of [6] and [3] is in the number of L-types with param-
eters (p, q) = (30, 10).
The closure of the domains of these types contains 10 extreme rays of rank 1. Recall that
a form lying on an extreme ray of rank 1 is the square of a scalar linear form
∑n
1 zi xi . The
vector z = {zi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} is the zone vector of a closed zone. Hence for each domain
with parameters (30,10) we have 10 zone vectors. These vectors form a unimodular system of
rank 5. (For a definition of a unimodular system, see [1]).
We found that the types with parameters (p, q) = (30, 10) have unimodular systems of the
following six types:
E5-system, the cographic system (K3,3∨e)∗, and four graphic systems related to four graphs
G1, G2, G3 and K3,3 + e, each on six vertices.
Here K3,3 ∨ e denotes the bipartite graph K3,3 with an added edge e parallel to an edge of
K3,3, and K3,3 + e denotes the graph K3,3 with an added edge e connecting two nonadjacent
vertices of K3,3.
The system E5 is a maximal unimodular system of dimension 5. The four graphic systems
are subsystems of the unique maximal graphic 5D system A5 related to the complete graph
K6. The cographic system (K3,3 ∨ e)∗ is a subsystem of the maximal cographic system W5
of dimension 5. For details see [1].
In Table 2, for each of these six unimodular systems, we give the corresponding sym-
bols from [3] and [6]. We call the symbol 62.720-k from [3] an En-symbol and shorten it
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TABLE 2.
Unimodular systems of types with parameters (p, q) = (30, 10).
Unim.system En-symbol RB-symbol
E5 155 5(12, 13, 14) = 16
(K3,3 ∨ e)∗ 140,156,159 7(14, 24, 34) = 35,
42(34) = 145, 42(45) = 146
G1 133,136,139, 16(23, 24) = 66, 16(23, 25) = 67,
143,146,150, 39(34) = 132, 39(45) = 133,
157 41(34) = 140, 41(45) = 141, 56(∗) = 170
G2 132,135,142, 40(34) = 136, 40(45) = 137,
144 43(34) = 149, 58(∗) = 174
G3 141,145,147, 17(13, 14) = 75, 17(13, 15) = 76,
148,151 17(14, 15) = 77, 44(34) = 153, 55(∗) = 168
K3,3 + e 153,154, 6(12, 13, 14) = 25, 6(13, 14, 15) = 26
149,158, 18(13, 14) = 82, 54(∗) = 166,
152 18(13,15)
to k. A symbol from Table III of [6], that we call the RB-symbol, has the following form:
nC (i j, ik, il, . . .) = nL , where nC is the number of the C-type, (i j, ik, il, . . .) is the set of
pairs of indices related to the repartitions and nL is the number of the L-type.
For the unimodular systems (K3,3 ∨ e)∗ and G1, G2, G3 we did not compute the exact cor-
respondence between En-symbols and RB-symbols. For the system E5, this correspondence
is obvious. Note that for the system K3,3 + e the RB-symbol 18 (13,15) has no number nL of
an L-type. This symbol does not exist in Table III of [6]. This is a discrepancy between the
results of [6] and [3]. An inspection of the repartition pairs of the C-symbols 6, 18 and 54
gives that the repartition pairs (13, 15) is missed in the C-symbol 18 of [6].
For each RB-symbol having the unimodular system K3,3 + e, one can determine the Gram
matrix of a form from its domain. The En-symbol of the combinatorial type of this matrix was
determined by using the algorithm of [3]. The orders of En-symbols and RB-symbols in the
last rows of Table 2 are in accordance with this correspondence.
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